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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8

9:00-6:30  Registration (2ND FLOOR LOBBY)
9:00     ASC Executive Board Meeting (ALPINE)
10:00    Meeting of Directors of Criminal Justice Research Centers (ROSE BALLROOM B)
1:00-5:00 Professional Employment Service (CENTRAL PACIFIC AB)
1:00-5:00 Student Hospitality Room (CENTRAL PACIFIC C)

WEDNESDAY 1:15-2:45 PANEL SESSIONS

1. Death Penalty: Public Opinion and Ideology (BONANZA A)
2. Are Women as Violent as Men? (BONANZA B)
3. Assessing Juvenile Programs (CARSON)
4. Victimization Surveys: New Issues and Methods (BONANZA C)
5. Gender, Crime and Law (PONDEROSA A)
6. Measurement Issues (FREMONT)
7. The Politics of Rule Making (DONNER)
8. Aggregate and Contextual Analyses of Policy Impacts (GENOA)
9. Improving the Measurement of Drug Abuse and Its Consequences at State and Local Levels (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
10. The Role of the Mass Media in the Social Construction of Crime and Morality (WASHOE)
11. U.S. Corrections: Legal Issues and Incapacitative Effects (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
13. Historical Perspectives on Serious Crime and American Response (SOUTHERN PACIFIC E)
14. ROUNDTABLE: Problems in Gaming Management and Enforcement (TRUCKEE)
15. Policing in Japan (SOUTHERN PACIFIC F)

3:00-4:30  PLENARY SESSION I (ROSE BALLROOM A)

Welcome: Joan McCord, President
American Society of Criminology

"The Sociology of Gambling"
Jerome Skolnick, University of California, Berkeley

WEDNESDAY 4:45-6:15 PANEL SESSIONS

16. ROUNDTABLE: Human Justice Collective (TRUCKEE)
17. Social Contexts and Control Strategies for Crime in Scandinavia I (BONANZA A)
18. Female Victims and Offenders in Spousal Relationships (BONANZA B)
19. Problems of Social Control Inside Prisons (BONANZA C)
20. Evaluations of Alternative Sanctioning and Their Impacts (CARSON)
21. Popular Reactions to Crime (FREMONT)
22. Creating Dialogues Between Policymakers and Researchers in Juvenile Justice (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
23. Critical Issues and New Directions (DONNER)
24. Criminal Justice Prediction (PONDEROSA A)
25. Aggregate and Contextual Analyses (GENOA)
27. A Comparative Analysis of the Socio-Emotional Context of Criminal Behavior (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
28. ROUNDTABLE: Varieties of Casino Gaming Institutions (SOUTHERN PACIFIC F)
29. Organizational and Policy Issues in Policing (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
30. White Violence in the Social Control of African Americans in Twentieth Century United States (SOUTHERN PACIFIC E)

6:15-7:15 Progressive Caucus (ROSE BALLROOM A)

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9

7:30-6:30 Registration (2ND FLOOR LOBBY)
9:00-6:00 Book Exhibit (PYRAMID)
9:00-5:00 Professional Employment Service (CENTRAL PACIFIC AB)
9:00-5:00 Student Hospitality Room (CENTRAL PACIFIC C)

THURSDAY 8:00-9:30 PANEL SESSIONS

31. Variations in White Collar Crime (SOUTHERN PACIFIC F)
32. North American Prisons in Historical and Social Context (FREMONT)
33. Evaluating Research in Juvenile Corrections (DONNER)
34. The Expansion of Federal Law Enforcement: An Historical Perspective (GENOA)
35. ROUNDTABLE: Regulation of Corporate Crime in the 1980's: Insights for Critical Theory (TRUCKEE)
36. The Structural Context of Juvenile Justice (BONANZA C)
37. Public Opinion and Sentencing Policy (WASHOE)
38. Criminology and Criminal Justice in the Academy (SOUTHERN PACIFIC AG)
39. Ethnicity, Crime and Social Control: Hispanics and Asians (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
40. Various Social Contexts of Crime (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
41. Drugs and Alcohol: Assessing the Use and Meeting Service Needs (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
42. Intrafamily Violence: Recent Findings (PONDEROSA B)
43. Ethics and Police (SOUTHERN PACIFIC E)
44. Community Policing: The Practitioner Perspective (BONANZA A)
45. New Approaches to Criminological Issues (CARSON)

9:00 Coffee Break (PYRAMID)
Sponsored by Anderson Publishing Company

THURSDAY 9:45-11:15 PANEL SESSIONS

46. Linking Etiological Theories of Crime and the Deterrence Doctrine: A Laudable Goal or Dead-End Street? (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
47. Politically Motivated Crime and Violence: Comparisons and New Theoretical Approaches (FREMONT)
48. What Works? Revisited (Once Again): An Examination of the Effectiveness of the New Intermediate Sanctions (PONDEROSA A)
49. Social Processes of Crack/Cocaine Use and Crime (PONDEROSA B)
50. Historical Perspectives on Criminal Justice (DONNER)
THURSDAY 11:30-1:00 PANEL SESSIONS

62. The Supreme Court and Criminal Justice (DONNER)
63. The Relationship of Race-Ethnicity, Gender and Drug Usage (FREMONT)
64. Social Contexts and Control Strategies for Crime in Scandinavia III (BONANZA B)
65. NIJ/MacArthur Foundation Program on Human Development and Criminal Behavior (PONDEROSA A)
66. Strategies and Issues in Policing (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
67. Elite and Media Ideology and the Social Construction of Crime (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
68. Recent Research on Gangs: The U.S. and China (BONANZA C)
69. Improving Hostage Negotiations (BONANZA A)
70. Whistle Blowers as Crime Control (CARSON)
71. ROUNDTABLE: Theoretical Approaches to Political Crime and Justice (TRUCKEE)
72. Theoretical Approaches to Criminal Behavior (WASHOE)
73. Effects of Social Threat and Fiscal Crises on Patterns of Social Control (GENOA)
74. NIJ Program for Secondary Analysis of Criminal Justice Data (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
75. ROUNDTABLE: The Role of Criminal Justice in the Protection of the Environment (SOUTHERN PACIFIC E)

THURSDAY 1:15-2:45 SESSIONS

76. Insanity Defense Issues (CARSON)
77. Deviance, Criminality, and Mental Illness in Socio-Emotional Context (FREMONT)
78. Sanctioning Juveniles (DONNER)
79. Drug Use and Drug Control (PONDEROSA B)
80. Covert Policing: A Comparative Perspective (PONDEROSA A)
81. Physical and Sexual Aggression Among Intimates (GENOA)
82. Taxpayer Compliance Research and Tax Administration (WASHOE)
83. DISCUSSION: Criminalization of Deviance (BONANZA A)
84. Sexual Assault in Court (SOUTHERN PACIFIC E)
85. Family Violence: The Effect of Criminal Justice Intervention (BONANZA B)
86. Deterring the Drunk Driver (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
87. Organized Criminal Activity in Diverse Contexts (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
88. Institutional Programs in U.S. Corrections (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)

1:15-2:45 Seminar on the Brothel Tour (BONANZA C)

3:00-4:30 PLENARY SESSION II (ROSE BALLROOM A)

Understanding Crime: Research and Policy - Samuel Krislov, Chair
THURSDAY 4:45-6:15 PANEL SESSIONS

89. The Politics of Federal Crime Policy: Historical Perspectives (CARSON)
90. Structure and Outcomes: Sentencing and Sample Selection Bias (FREMONT)
91. The International Drug Traffic: A Historical Context (PONDEROSA A)
92. Spousal Violence (BONANZA B)
93. Prisons and the Social Control of Minorities in U.S. History (DONNER)
94. Police and Violence: Empirical Studies (GENOA)
95. Victimology and Etiology (WASHOE)
96. Structure and White Collar Crime (SOUTHERN PACIFIC AG)
97. Deterrence Theory and DWI (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
98. Comparative Perspectives in Criminal Justice (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
99. Funding Opportunities in Federal Agencies: Tips for Effective Proposals (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
100. Perceptions of Punishment and Responsibility (SOUTHERN PACIFIC F)
101. Comparative Issues in Domestic Violence (PONDEROSA B)
102. Death Penalty Issues: Toward a National Policy Statement (BONANZA A)
104. Deinstitutionalizing Juvenile Offenders (BONANZA C)

4:00-6:00 Ice Cream Social (PYRAMID)

6:15-7:15 ASC Business Meeting (PONDEROSA A)
Discussion: The National Policy Committee on the Death Penalty
Continuation of ASC Minority Fellowships

7:15-9:00 Division on Women and Crime Business Meeting (ROSE BALLROOM B)

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10

7:30-6:00 Registration (2ND FLOOR LOBBY)
8:00-9:30 International Association for the Study of Organized Crime Annual Meeting
(ROSE BALLROOM B)
9:00-5:00 Book Exhibit (PYRAMID)
9:00-5:00 Professional Employment Service (CENTRAL PACIFIC AB)
9:00-5:00 Student Hospitality Room (CENTRAL PACIFIC C)

8:30 Coffee Break (PYRAMID)
Sponsored by Brooks/Cole Publishing Company

8:00-9:30 Breakfast Roundtables (ROSE BALLROOM A)

FRIDAY 8:00-9:30 PANEL SESSIONS

105. Criminology as Peacemaking I (CARSON)
106. Pornography and Rape (FREMONT)
107. Field Experiments Nested Within Longitudinal Studies: Examples From the Social Development Research Group (DONNER)
108. The Police and Victims of Crime (GENOA)
109. Violence: Australian Perspective (WASHOE)
110. Detention and Diversion of Juveniles (SOUTHERN PACIFIC AG)
111. Teaching Criminal Justice Ethics (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
112. New Issues in Crime Control (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
113. Understanding Crime Rates (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
114. Left Realism in the North American Context (SOUTHERN PACIFIC E)
115. Victims: Fear, Reactions and Impact (SOUTHERN PACIFIC F)
FRIDAY 9:45-11:15 PANEL SESSIONS

118. DISCUSSION: Issues and Questions Raised by Recent Changes in the People's Republic of China (BONANZA C)
119. Evaluating the Effectiveness of Interventions for Chronic Juvenile Offenders (CARSON)
120. The Familial Impact of Criminal Victimization: New Research (FREMONT)
121. Contemporary Criminological Research Issues in Atlanta (DONNER)
122. Evaluation of Gun Control Laws (BONANZA A)
123. Ironies of Social Control (BONANZA B)
124. Criminology as Peacemaking II (GENOA)
125. Delinquency Among Youth in a Psycho-Social Context (SOUTHERN PACIFIC AG)
126. Coerced Confessions and Pretrial Detention in Japan (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
127. Moral Panics (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
128. Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
129. ROUNDTABLE: Gender, Law, and Crime: Prospects for an International Feminist Dialogue (TRUCKEE)
130. Juggling Personal and Professional Responsibilities: From Child Care to Published Articles (SOUTHERN PACIFIC F)
131. Legitimate and Illegitimate Uses of Capital Punishment (PONDEROSA A)
132. AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: Marijuana: Costs of Abuse, Costs of Control by Mark A.R. Kleiman (PONDEROSA B)

FRIDAY 11:30-1:00 PANEL SESSIONS

133. Expanding Our Knowledge of the Female Offender (CARSON)
134. New Perspectives on Child Abuse and Missing Children (BONANZA B)
135. DISCUSSION: The Efficacy of Intervention for Juvenile Delinquency (FREMONT)
136. Patterns and Sequences in Criminal Events (PONDEROSA A)
137. Controlling Police Violence (DONNER)
138. Juvenile Detention: Prospects, Policy, Practice (GENOA)
139. Victimology: World Views (WASHOE)
140. AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: Seductions of Crime by Jack Katz (BONANZA A)
141. Factors Affecting the Processing of Rape Cases (SOUTHERN PACIFIC AG)
142. ROUNDTABLE: Problems and Prospects for Using the National Crime Survey (TRUCKEE)
143. Advances in Theoretical Criminology (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
144. Organizational Factors Affecting Criminal Courts (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
145. Race, Drugs, and Crime (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
146. Anabolic Steroids: A New Drugs/Crime Issue (SOUTHERN PACIFIC E)
147. DEBATE: Should Gun Sales be Subject to Police Background Checks? (PONDEROSA B)

FRIDAY 1:15-2:45 PANEL SESSIONS

148. Corporate and Organizational Fraud in Historical Perspective (CARSON)
149. WORKSHOP: Getting Criminal Justice Research and Training Projects Funded I (FREMONT)
150. WORKSHOP: Sexual Homicide: Patterns and Motives (DONNER)
151. Race, Structure, and Violence (GENOA)
152. Informing Decision Makers: Drugs and Data (WASHOE)
153. Comparative Criminal Law and Policy (SOUTHERN PACIFIC AG)
154. Mental Illness and Crime (BONANZA B)
155. The Future of Criminal Justice Education (BONANZA A)
156. Cross National Perspectives on Prostitution and Crime (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
158. AIDS in a Criminal Context (PONDEROSA A)
159. Community Corrections (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
160. Deterrence: Methodological Advances and Issues (SOUTHERN PACIFIC E)
161. Little Known Victims of Crime (SOUTHERN PACIFIC F)
162. Issues in Prison Management and Overcrowding (BONANZA C)

3:00-4:30 PLENARY SESSION III (ROSE BALLROOM A)

Presidential Address: Joan McCord, President
American Society of Criminology

FRIDAY 4:45-6:15 PANEL SESSIONS

163. ROUNDTABLE: Role of Operations Research in Criminal Justice (TRUCKEE)
164. Symbolic and International Issues in Capital Punishment (CARSON)
165. WORKSHOP: Teaching Criminal Justice and Criminology: To What Ends and Purposes? (DONNER)
166. DISCUSSION: Linking Criminological Research and the Policy-Making Process (BONANZA A)
167. Issues in Intervention: Theory and Practice (GENOA)
168. Crime, Criminology and Human Rights I (WASHOE)
169. Alternatives to Incarceration (SOUTHERN PACIFIC AG)
170. Deterrence Theory: Micro Level Research (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
171. Structure, Crime and Control (BONANZA B)
172. Popular v. Legal Perceptions of Crime and Justice (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
173. Research and Findings From the Drug Use Forecasting (DUF) System (PONDEROSA B)
174. Structuring Public Input in Police Operations (PONDEROSA A)
175. Theory and Juvenile Delinquency: An Interaction (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
176. Drugs and Crime: Policy and Research Issues (SOUTHERN PACIFIC E)
177. Children at Risk of a Criminal Career: Predictive and Preventive Issues (SOUTHERN PACIFIC F)
178. AIDS and Criminal Justice (BONANZA C)
179. WORKSHOP: Getting Criminal Justice Research and Training Projects Funded II (FREMONT)

4:45 British Home Office Tea (ALPINE)
Sponsored by British Home Office, London

5:30-6:15 Division on International Criminology Business Meeting (ROSE BALLROOM B)
7:15-9:15 BANQUET (ROSE BALLROOM A)

Presiding: Joan McCord, President
American Society of Criminology

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Gary T. Marx, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
"The Maximum Security Society"

Richard Schwartz, Syracuse University
"Legalizing Drugs"

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11

7:30-4:00  Registration (2ND FLOOR LOBBY)
8:30-Noon Book Exhibit (PYRAMID)
9:00-Noon Professional Employment Service (CENTRAL PACIFIC AB)
9:00-Noon Student Hospitality Room (CENTRAL PACIFIC C)

8:30  Coffee Break (PYRAMID)
Sponsored by American Bar Association Commission on College and University Nonprofessional Legal Studies

8:00-9:30  Breakfast Roundtables (ROSE BALLROOM A)

SATURDAY 8:00-9:30 PANEL SESSIONS

180. Protection of Privacy and Other Ethical Issues (CARSON)
181. WORKSHOP: A Judicial Perspective on National Policy Issues Related to Juvenile Drug and Alcohol Uses (FREMONT)
182. The Victims' Rights Movement: Policies and Perceptions (DONNER)
183. Community Context, Participation and Fear (BONANZA C)
184. Legal Sanctions and Compliance (GENOA)
185. Definitional Issues of Juvenile Gangs (WASHOE)
186. Crime and Criminal Justice in Small Town U.S.A. (SOUTHERN PACIFIC AG)
187. Legal and Empirical Issues on Capital Punishment in the U.S. (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
188. Issues in the Study of Domestic Violence (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
189. Qualitative Approaches in the Study of Crime and Criminals (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
190. The Politics of Crime and Enforcement Policy (SOUTHERN PACIFIC E)
191. Politics and Crime Control: Comparative Examples (SOUTHERN PACIFIC F)
192. Crime and Delinquency in China and India (BONANZA A)
193. Video Technology and Social Control in the Criminal Justice System (BONANZA B)

SATURDAY 9:45-11:15 PANEL SESSIONS

194. WORKSHOP: A New Model for Crime Prevention (CARSON)
195. Legal Doctrine and the Criminal Process (FREMONT)
196. AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: Undercover Policing by Gary T. Marx (BONANZA A)
197. New Approaches on Juvenile Delinquency (DONNER)
198. WORKSHOP: Public Opinion About Punishment (GENOA)
199. WORKSHOP: The Impact of DNA Technology on the Criminal Justice System (WASHOE)
200. Varying Perspectives on Justice and Responsibility (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
201. Recent Developments in 8th Amendment Death Penalty Law: Ethics, Knowledge and the Law (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
202. Race and the Criminal Justice System (BONANZA B)
203. Criminalizing Child Abuse (PONDEROSA B)
204. The Media and Criminal Justice Policy (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
205. Prison Overcrowding (SOUTHERN PACIFIC E)
206. Crack/Cocaine Selling in the Inner City (PONDEROSA A)
207. Crime, Criminology and Human Rights II (SOUTHERN PACIFIC AG)
208. Current Funding Priorities in Criminological Research (BONANZA C)
208A Minority Issues in Criminal Justice (SOUTHERN PACIFIC F)

11:30-1:00 PLENARY SESSION IV (PONDEROSA B)

Presiding: Joan McCord, President
American Society of Criminology

Marvin Wolfgang, University of Pennsylvania
(1989 Edwin Sutherland Award Winner)
"Crime and Punishment in Renaissance Florence"

Josine Junger-Tas, Ministerie van Justitie, The Netherlands
(1989 Sellin-Glueck Award Winner)
"Criminology and Public Policy"

SATURDAY 1:15-2:45 PANEL SESSIONS

209. Knowledge and Its Uses: Science and Policy (CARSON)
210. Patterns of Offending (FREMONT)
211. A Tale of Two Cities: Prison Impact in Two Pacific Northwestern Communities (DONNER)
212. Evaluation of Drug Treatment Programs (GENOA)
213. Stranger, Serial and School Ground Homicides (PONDEROSA A)
214. Normative and Nonnormative Theories (WASHOE)
215. Situational Prevention: Controlling Means (SOUTHERN PACIFIC AG)
216. Biology, Personality and Criminality (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
217. Criminological Thought: Pioneers, Past and Present (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
218. The Changing Status of Police and Law Enforcement Tactics (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
219. Simulations and Modeling to Improve Correctional Decisions (SOUTHERN PACIFIC E)
220. WORKSHOP: Designing Research on Unwanted Sexual Behavior (TRUCKEE)
221. Crime: Class, Inequality, and Poverty (BONANZA B)
222. Prison and Jail Condition Litigation (BONANZA C)

SATURDAY 3:00-4:30 PANEL SESSIONS

223. Assessing Illicit Drug Policies: Critiques, Alternatives and New Perspectives (PONDEROSA A)
224. The Sentencing of Offenders: Recent Theoretical and Empirical Work (CARSON)
225. The Elderly Offender and the Criminal Justice System (FREMONT)
226. Juvenile Institutions and Community Corrections (DONNER)
227. Reporting and Fear of Crime (BONANZA C)
228. Situational Prevention: Controlling Places (GENOA)
229. The Context of Correctional Work (WASHOE)
230. Measuring Crime and Delinquency (SOUTHERN PACIFIC AG)
231. Artificial Intelligence and Law Enforcement (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
232. Research Efforts in the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BONANZA A)
233. Paying for Justice: Law Enforcement, Adjudication and Corrections Expenditures Over Time, Place and Circumstance (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
234. The Evaluation of HIV/AIDS Education in Criminal Justice Settings (BONANZA B)
235. International Victimization Surveys (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
236. Corporate Crime (SOUTHERN PACIFIC E)
237. The Family Violence Project: Issues for Significant Judicial and Court System Response (SOUTHERN PACIFIC F)
238. ROUNDTABLE: Teaching About Women and Crime: Part II (TRUCKEE)

SATURDAY 4:45-6:15 PANEL SESSIONS

239. Applications of Criminology for the Courts and Corrections (CARSON)
240. Expert Systems in Criminal Justice (FREMONT)
241. Using Research in Criminal Justice Policy and Decision Making (DONNER)
242. Ethical Issues (GENOA)
243. U.S. Corrections: Historical Studies (WASHOE)
244. Women Offenders: New Perspectives (SOUTHERN PACIFIC AG)
245. The Relationship Between Drugs and Crime (BONANZA A)
246. The Cutting Edge of Theory and Delinquency (SOUTHERN PACIFIC B)
247. Trends in Juvenile Justice (SOUTHERN PACIFIC C)
248. Issues in Sentencing (SOUTHERN PACIFIC D)
249. Containment of Corruption: Police and Correction Models (PONDEROSA A)
250. Aspects of Drunk Driving (BONANZA B)
251. Issues and System Responses in Corrections (SOUTHERN PACIFIC E)
252. Procedural Rights of the Accused in State and Federal Constitutional Law (SOUTHERN PACIFIC F)
253. Obscenity and the Law (BONANZA C)
254. The Interface Between Abuse and Crime (TRUCKEE)

7:00 ASC Executive Board Meeting (CARSON/FREMONT)